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Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose 

underlined part is pronounced differently from that of the rest in each of the following 

questions. 

1. a. fear  b. near   c. really d. wear 

2. a. their b. hair              c. series d. there 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word that differs 

from the rest in the position of the primary stress in each of the following questions. 

3. A. kick                     B. sporty                  C. play                   D. hit 

4. A. net                       B. racket                  C. bicycle               D. ball 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to 

each of the following questions. 

5.At the weekend we can play a ___________ of badminton or join in a football match. 

A.sport                              B.game                          C.match                      D. kind 

6. Football is an ___________ game. 

A.outdoor                          B. fine                           C.individual                D.leisure 

7.Kien is not very ___________. He never plays games. 

A.sport                              B.sporting                     C.sporty                      D.health 

8. Thanh likes ___________ weather because he can go swimming. 

A.hot                                 B.cold                            C.rainy                       D.foggy               

9.Vietnamese students play different sports and games ___________ the break time. 

A.in                                   B.on                               C.during                     D. on 

10. As it doesn't snow in Viet Nam, we cannot ___________ skiing. 

A.play                               B.go                                C.does                          D. goes 

11. Many girls and women ___________ aerobics to keep fit. 

A.play                               B.go                               C.do                             D. does 

12. ………….. do you take morning exercises ?- Because it is good for my health. 

A. what                                 B. when                        C. why      D. where 

13. ……………………..… apples do you want to buy ?  

A. How often                     B. How far                      C.  How much       D. How many 

14 .Do you know……………… Hoa is ? – She is at school now. 

A. which                            B. who                            C. where     D. what 

15. ………….. do you play football ? – Because I like it. 

A. why                            B. which                               C. where     D. what 

16. …………….. do you go to school ? I go to school by bike. 

A. How                            B. what                            C. when     D. where 

17.I like watching TV, ………………. I watch it in my free time. 

A. so                            B. when                           C. but      D 



 

 

18. Phong __________ three goals for our team and made  a hat trick. 

A. scores                       B. scored                   C. plays                    D. played 

19. Our school football team __________ the match against  Nguyen Du school last 

Saturday. 

A. wins                       B. won                        C. scores                     D. scored 

20. Blackburn rover is at the bottom of the league. They __________ most of their matches. 

A. scored                   B. lost                          C. won                        D. played 

21. Playing sports helps us get __________. 

A. free                      B. fat                            C. fittest                      D. fitter 

22. Minh’s dream is to become a __________. 

A. loser                    B. champion                 C. contest                   D. gamer 

23. I’d like to watch motor racing because It is very __________. 

A. frightening          B. exciting                   C. excited                    D. boring 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to show the underlined part that needs correction in each 

of the following questions. 

24.  Our school football team wins the match against Nguyen Du school last Saturday. 

A. Our                    B. wins                         C. match                       D. Saturday 

25. Sports and  games  play   a  important part in our life.     

A. and                    B. play                           C. a                       D. in 

26. I like watching football matches but I am not very good in playing football. 

A. watching                   B. matches                        C. very                        D. in 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the most suitable 

response to each of the following questions. 

27. “It’s nearly Tet holiday already” 

 - “__________” 

 A. How time flies! B. Thanks a million 

 C. Don’t make me laugh! D. No such luck! 

28. “ How often do you go swimming?” 

 - “__________” 

 A. There’s nothing to it! B. No. Not really.    

 C. No way! D. Three or four times a week. 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the 

following underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 

 29. Becoming a super star performing on stage was my burning desire when I was a 

teenager. 

 A. well- known painter B. famous singer 

 C. good writer D. famous composer 

 30. We were surprised to know that over 150000 fans packed into the stadium to support 

the Vietnamese football team. 

 A. people B. admirers C visitors D. watchers 



 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to the 

following underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 

31. People like  comedy programmes. They make us laugh a lot.  

         A. run    B. cry C. smile D. sing 

      32. Are there any interesting programmes on VTV3 today? 

        A. exciting     B. excited  C. boring  D. entertaining  

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to 

indicate the correct word or phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks. 

 Television is one of man’s most important (33)_____ of communication. It brings 

pictures and sounds from around the world into millions of homes. Through television, 

home viewers can see and learn (34)_____ people, places and things in faraway lands. TV 

even takes its viewers out of this world. It brings them coverage of America’s astronauts as 

the astronauts explore (35)_______ space. In addition to all these things, television brings 

its viewers a steady stream of programmes that are (36)______ to entertain. In fact, TV 

provides many (37)_____ entertainment programs than any other kinds. The programmes 

include dramas, comedies, sports, and motion pictures. 

33. a. ways b. means c. ranges d. shows 

34. a. at b. in c. for d. about 

35. a. deep b. large c. outer d. open 

36. a. happened b. designed c. composed d. guided 

37. a. more b. even c. most d. hardly 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to 

indicate the correct answer to each of the following questions. 

REBECCA STEVENS 

Rebecca Stevens was the first woman to climb Mount Everest. Before she went up the 

highest mountain in the world, she was a journalist and lived in South London. 

In 1993, Rebecca left her job and her family and travelled to Asia with some other climbers. 

She found that life on Everest is very difficult. “You must carry everything on your back,” 

she explained, “so you can only take things that you will need. You can't wash on the 

mountain, and in the end I didn't even take a toothbrush. I am usually a clean person but 

there is no water, only snow. Water is very heavy so you only take enough to drink!” 

Rebecca became famous when she reached the top of Mount Everest on May 17, 1993. 

After that, she wrote a book about the trip and people often asked her to talk about it. She 

got a new job too, on a science programme on television. 

38.Where was Rebecca Stevens from? 



 

 

A.England                 B.Asia                     C.Everest               D.The South 

39. Before she climbed Everest, Rebecca Stevens was a ___________. 

A.climber                  B.journalist            C.traveller               D.scientist 

40. Why did Rebecca Stevens become famous? 

A.She left her job and her family and travelled to Asia. 

B.She found that life on Everest is very difficult. 

C.She reached the top of Mount Everest in 1993. 

D.She was the first woman to climb Mount Everest. 

41. Life on Everest is very difficult because ___________. 

A.it is very high                  B.you can't take things with you 

C.there is no water there     D.there are no toothbrushes 

42.After 1993, Rebecca had a ___________. 

A.new book                       B.new job                  C.programme                  D.television 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the sentence that is best written from the words/ 

phrases given. 

 

43. How often/ Nam/ karate?  

A. How often do  Nam do  karate?  

B. How often is Nam do karate?  

C. How often does Nam do  karate?  

D. How often does Nam doing  karate?  

44. What/ your /favourite sport?  

A. What are  your favourite sport?  

B. What is your favourite  sport?  

C. What do your favourite sport?  

D. What does your favourite sport?  

45. Jane/ not love/ foodball/so/ not/ want/ watch/ matches/ TV. 

A. Jane/ not love/ foodball/so/ not/ want/ watch/ matches/ TV. 

B. Jane/ not love/ foodball/so/ not/ want/ watch/ matches/ TV. 

C. Jane/ not love/ foodball/so/ not/ want/ watch/ matches/ TV. 

D. Jane/ not love/ foodball/so/ not/ want/ watch/ matches/ TV. 

46. my brother/ play/badminton /well/ than/ tennis. 

A. My brother  play badminton  better  than  tennis. 

B. My brother  play badminton  weller than  tennis. 

C. My brother  plays badminton  weller  than  tennis. 

D. My brother  plays badminton  better  than  tennis. 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning to each of 

the following questions. 

47. Are there any interesting programmes on VTV3 today? 

A. Does VTV3 have any interesting programmes today? 



 

 

B. Are VTV3 have many interesting programmes today? 

C. Is  VTV3 have many interesting programmes today? 

D. Is VTV3 there many interesting programmes today? 

48. Hoa’s favourite subject   is Georgraphy 

A. Hoa likes Georgraphy best. 

B. Hoa like Georgraphy best. 

C. Hoa likes Georgraphy best. 

D. Hoa likes Georgraphy  more. 

49. Thanh Hai plays soccer the best in his team. 

A. Nobody in his team plays soccer the best than Thanh Hai. 

B. Nobody in Thanh Hai’s team plays soccer the best than him. 

C. Nobody in Thanh Hai’s team play soccer better than him. 

D. Nobody in Thanh Hai’s team plays soccer better than him. 

50. Children like playing video games now. 

A. Children enjoy playing video games. 

B. Children are fond in video games. 

C. Children is interested in video games. 

D. Children love  in video games. 

 

 

 


